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Composite stairs Composite stairs are engineered stairs made of composite materials such as Styrofoam, plastic, Styrofoam, etc.
Composite stairs provide a quieter, more comfortable, and less strenuous ride than traditional concrete stairs. The composition of
composite stairs is lighter and often more flexible than a traditional concrete stair, making it easier to install and carry. In contrast to
traditional concrete stair construction, where the construction takes place in one piece, stair construction with composite materials
consists of a series of parts that are created separately and glued together, to form the stair. Composite is quick and cheap to
manufacture, and easy to install because the parts are easily shaped, secured, and carried together. Composite stairs are less difficult
for building codes to authorize, and are easier to customize to the height, width and overall shape of the building. Composite stairs
are a good option for older buildings or buildings designed for living space (as opposed to travel) due to their durability and low
maintenance. Composite stairs are also a good option for environments where traditional stairs are not favored, such as schools,
apartment buildings, and office buildings. Cement stairs Cement stairs are the most common kind of stairs. They are made by
building a series of concrete steps to make the stairs. Concrete is a convenient and economical material, but is heavier and more
difficult to install than composite stairs. Concrete stairs are also more difficult to customize or change if the stair is built incorrectly.
Because concrete steps are formed in a single piece, building errors such as having uneven steps or building off the correct height
will leave raised concrete bumps on the stairs that are hard to remove. Cement stairs are more difficult to install, but are usually
light enough to be carried. Concrete stairs need to be coated with a sealant to prevent the concrete from deteriorating. Cornice A
cornice is a decorative edging that projects above an architectural cornice board, usually more than half of the thickness of the roof,
with a piece of slate or tile covering most or all of the roof above the cornice, producing a low, level, parapet-type edge and
extending horizontally across the entire width of the building, behind a building wall. The cornice is usually covered by the roofing
system. In many parts of the world, cornices are not included in insurance deductibles. Architectural cornices can be made of many
materials including wood, stone, slate
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